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Low-temperature plasticity of olivine revisited
with in situ TEM nanomechanical testing
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The rheology of the lithospheric mantle is fundamental to understanding how mantle convection couples with
plate tectonics. However, olivine rheology at lithospheric conditions is still poorly understood because
experiments are difficult in this temperature range where rocks and mineral become very brittle. We combine
techniques of quantitative in situ tensile testing in a transmission electron microscope and numerical modeling
of dislocation dynamics to constrain the low-temperature rheology of olivine. We find that the intrinsic ductility
of olivine at low temperature is significantly lower than previously reported values, which were obtained under
strain-hardened conditions. Using this method, we can anchor rheological laws determined at higher tempera-
ture and can provide a better constraint on intermediate temperatures relevant for the lithosphere. More gen-
erally, we demonstrate the possibility of characterizing the mechanical properties of specimens, which can be
available in the form of submillimeter-sized particles only.
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The rheology of the lithospheric mantle is fundamental to understanding

how mantle convection couples with plate tectonics (1). There is a grow-
ing consensus that the rheology of olivine at low temperatures relevant
for the lithospheric mantle cannot be extrapolated from rheological laws
established from experiments at high temperature (ca. >1300 K) (2, 3).
However, it has been shown recently that deforming olivine in the lab-
oratory becomes extremely difficult when temperatures approach 1000 K
(2, 4). Not only does olivine becomes increasingly brittle but also a
steady state becomes difficult to reach and instabilities often develop.
Below 600 K, data are scarce (see Fig. 1) and constitutive equation ad-
justments rely mostly on the pioneering study of Evans and Goetze (5).
These measurements are based on indentation, a technique that is
simple to use but rather difficult to interpret because strain rate, pres-
sure, and microstructures are poorly constrained and very heteroge-
neous. With recently developed high-pressure deformation apparatus
like the D-DIA, the ductile field of olivine has been extended by apply-
ing larger confining pressures between 4 and 10 GPa (6, 7). Long et al.
(7) have shown that, in the low-temperature range, strain hardening
dominates plasticity. Indeed, when olivine is loaded at high laboratory
strain rates at low temperature where dislocation mobility is low, the
only solution to produce enough strain is to increase the dislocation
density. However, this results in a further decrease of the effective
mobility due to back stress and dislocation interactions and then to
a further need for increasing the dislocation density. Indentation and
high-pressure data have recently been questioned by the results ob-
tained at lower pressure (1 to 2.5 GPa) by Druiventak et al. (8),
who found olivine to be significantly weaker than previously suggested.
However, the discrepancy between published studies is large be-
cause, for instance, yield strengths measured at room temperature span
a 4-GPa-wide interval. This suggests that laboratory data obtained at
low temperature overestimate the intrinsic strength of olivine and are
not suitable for extrapolation to natural conditions. There is thus a
need to clarify the intrinsic strength of olivine at low temperature.

Another approach to rheology has been recently proposed, which is
based on the incorporation of elementary deformation mechanisms
into physics-based models (9). Multiscale numerical modeling empha-
sizes the critical role of the mobility of dislocations. The mobility of
dislocations results from a complex interplay between stress and ther-
mal activation. Despite the importance of dislocation mobility, direct
measurements are rare and mostly limited to soft metals that can be
deformed in situ in the transmission electron microscope (TEM). Here,
we propose a novel approach to directlymeasuring dislocationmobility
in olivine at room temperature, hence providing a very efficient lever
arm effect to anchor rheological laws (see Fig. 1).

The most common technique to prevent brittle fracture and to
enhance ductility is to apply a confining pressure, which prevents the
opening and propagation of cracks. However, with the advent of nano-
technologies, it is possible to investigate the mechanical properties
of very small samples, which exhibit specific properties including
very high toughness (10–17). Indeed, the behavior of real solids is
far from the theoretical properties that can be expected from perfect
solids. For instance, the ideal tensile strength of olivine is of the order
of E/10 (E being Young’s modulus), that is, slightly below 20 GPa.
However, the fracture toughness of real olivine is much lower because
it is controlled by the presence of internal flaws. Griffith (18) has
shown that the presence of a critical crack of length a reduces the frac-
ture stress sf in such a way that sf

ffiffiffi
a

p
remains a constant. The use of

very small samples places very strong geometrical constraints on the
size of the defects the sample may contain. Here, we use beams with
the smallest dimension (the thickness) being of the order of 200 nm.
Careful sample preparation with ion beams and sample examination
in the TEM guarantee that internal flaws are at the nanometer level,
which raises the fracture stress to levels similar to that of the flow
stress expected at room temperature in olivine.

Here, we present in situ TEM uniaxial tensile experiments per-
formed on submicrometer beams of olivine using the single-tilt PI 95
TEM PicoIndenter from Hysitron Inc. (19) and a special push-to-pull
(PTP) device (20, 21) designed for in situ quantified TEM nanotensile
tests (Fig. 2; see Materials andMethods and the Supplementary Materials
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for more details). Samples with dimensions of about 4 × 1 × 0.2 mm
were machined with a focused ion beam (FIB) from an oriented single
crystal of San Carlos olivine. At low temperature, the plasticity of
olivine is dominated by glide of [001] dislocations on {110} and
(100) planes (22). We oriented our beams with the tensile direction
perpendicular to the (122) plane. With this orientation, the resolved
shear stress on the [001](110) slip system is close to maximum (Schmid
factor, 0.47). The slip plane is at ca. 130° from the viewing direction,
which allows good visibility on the gliding dislocations. Dislocations
are imaged during the experiment in weak-beam dark-field (WBDF)
conditions using the 06�2 diffraction vector. Tensile stress is applied
using the load control mode. Load is increased to a given value,
which is maintained constant for several minutes before unloading. Dur-
ing the plateau, dislocation motion is observed and characterized (hence,
under a known and constant applied stress). Then, the sequence is re-
peated again at a different stress. Dislocations are nucleated from dislo-
cation loops left below the surface by mechanical polishing (Fig. 2; see
also the Supplementary Materials). The loops expand, pulled by the
most rapid, nonscrew segments, which leave slower screw segments
(Fig. 3, A to F) that propagate across the sample. In a material where
dislocation velocity is very anisotropic, fast characters produce little
plastic strain. Their role is to create the slow characters, which then
propagate and produce the strain. That is why in this study, we focus
on the measurement of the velocity of the screw segments, which con-
trol plasticity in bulk olivine. Figure 3G shows the results of the mea-
surements describing the influence of stress on the mobility at 300 K
of a screw dislocation of length 0.8 mm in olivine.

Although stress and displacements (hence, strain) are known during
the entire experiments, care should be taken in how they are used. Indeed,
in small-scale experiments, the mechanical properties may be strongly
controlled by the nucleation of dislocations (10, 12, 23–26). Here, we do
observe that emission of loops from surface damage is a controlling factor.
Idrissi et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1501671 11 March 2016
Indeed, the stresses that are involved in our experiments correspond to the
critical stresses of activation of Frank-Read sources of dimensions ranging
from 30 to 60 nm (see the Supplementary Materials), in perfect agreement
with what we observe. Our experiments give us access to a fundamental
parameter: the velocity of screw dislocations (Fig. 3G).

To determine the stress-strain curves for olivine at room tempera-
ture, we introduce the velocity of dislocations measured here into a
DD numerical model, which has been recently adapted to olivine
(27). This method is based on the calculation of the forces acting
on dislocations by using linear elasticity theory. It provides an accurate
description of the long-range elastic strain field induced by dislocations
(see Fig. 4A), their interactions, and the interaction of these line defects
with an external stress field (28). At each step, dislocations are moved
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Fig. 1. Critical stress for plastic flow as a function of temperature. The
red circle was obtained by including our in situ dislocation velocitymeasure-
ments in our dislocation dynamics (DD) numerical model. The other points
indicate experimental measurements taken from different sources in litera-
ture [E&G79 (5); M&J90 (31); Rat04 (6); Drui11 (8); Long11 (7); Dem13 (2); Dem14
(32); Kra15 (36)]. Full (empty) symbols are used to visualize mechanical data
obtained by deforming single-crystal (polycrystalline) olivine samples. The
new rheological law for olivine single crystals is shown with a dashed line.
Fig. 2. In situ TEM nanomechanical testing. (A) Optical image of the PTP
device used for in situ TEM tensile experiments. The compression of the semi-
circular end in (A) induces uniaxial tension in themiddle gap shown in (B) and
(C). (B and C) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing the trans-
fer of anFIB-preparedolivine sampleonto thePTPdevice and themountingof
the sample in the middle gap using electron beam–deposited platinum (Pt),
respectively. (D) WBDF-TEM image of the olivine sample DefOl-4mounted on
the PTP device before deformation. The scratch and the pulling direction
are perpendicular to the (112) plane. The sample is oriented in a two-beam
condition with the vector g ¼ 0�62 perpendicular to the pulling direction.
(E) Zoom on the damaged layer underneath the polished surface sur-
rounded by the rectangle in (D). Several dislocation loops can be observed.
(F) WBDF-TEM image showing the nucleation of a dislocation loop (white
arrowhead) in the (110) plane from the damaged layer during in situ TEM
straining. The pulling direction is indicated by white arrows in (F).
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Fig. 3. TEM measurements of the mobility of screw dislocations. (A to F) Video frames captured during the in situ deformation of sample DefOl-3
under a constant load of 384 mN (resolved shear stress, 0.89 GPa). A movie is available in the Supplementary Materials. The loop expands from the scratch
and develops, allowing propagation of the screw segment (arrowed) to be followed across the specimen. A table describing the different experiments is
included in the Supplementary Materials. (G) Velocities (in nm s−1) of screw dislocations versus stress (in GPa). Data from the DefOl-3 experiment are
presented for all raw measurements (empty diamonds) and weighted means at each stress (indigo diamonds). v1(t) is the fit introduced in the DD model
(see the Supplementary Materials). These velocities correspond to a screw dislocation segment of length 0.8 mm.
 S
eptem
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Fig. 4. Dislocation dynamics simulations. (A) Sketch of the DD simulation box. Single-slip conditions and uniaxial loading are applied along the y direction
(loading direction). The angle between the loading axis and glide direction for the easiest [001](110) slip system is 45°. Dislocations (plus or x symbols) are
superimposed on a color background, which represents the component syy of the stress field induced by the dislocation microstructure and the imposed external
forces. (B) Stress-strain curve obtained from the DD numerical model by using the dislocation velocity inferred from the PTP experiments.
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in the direction of the forces according to their mobility laws (here from
our measurements). In the 2.5-dimensional (2.5D) DD model (29),
dislocations are modeled by parallel straight segments perpendicular
to a 2D reference plane (see Fig. 4A). Additional rules are included to
reproduce important 3D dislocation mechanisms (the 2.5D model is thus
a 2D model able to describe a 3D behavior), such as dislocation multi-
plication or junction formation [more details in Boioli et al.’s study (27)].

Here, we model a simple tensile test on a single crystal of olivine
with the easiest [001](110) slip system oriented at 45° from the loading
axis. Hence, we obtain the lowest bound for the rheology of olivine
under those conditions because polycrystalline plasticity would also
take into account the contribution of harder slip systems as well as grain
boundary contribution (olivine does not have enough slip systems
to fulfil the von Mises criterion). However, Fig. 1 shows that the
polycrystalline data (Dem14) do not differ much from the easy
slip–oriented single-crystal data (Dem13). Results from Evans
and Goetze (5) lead to the same conclusion. The mobility law used
in the model is the one determined experimentally and described in
Fig. 3G. Figure 4B shows the stress-strain curve from the DD simu-
lation. The flow stress in the steady-state regime is 1.72 ± 0.27 GPa. This
value is significantly lower than the values inferred from experiments
on polycrystals at high pressure and from those of Evans and Goetze
(5), which were also obtained on single crystals. The present work sug-
gests that rheological laws based on previous low-temperature data need
to be significantly reconsidered because they strongly overestimate the
intrinsic olivine strength at low temperature. We propose a new rhe-
ological law for single-crystal olivine deformed in easy slip, which is
consistent with both single-crystal experiments (2) at ca. 0.5 Tm (Tm is
the melting temperature, that is, for olivine, Fo90 ≈ 1973 K) and our
results at room temperature (that is, 0.15 Tm). Mechanical properties
of materials that exhibit a large resistance to deformation are generally
well described by introducing the dependence of strain ratese

�

on stress
s within the exponential term

e
� ¼ A exp � Q

RT
1� s

s0

� �p� �q� �
ð1Þ

where R is the gas constant, Q is the activation energy, and A, s0, p,
and q are empirical parameters. Here, we set p = 0.5 and q = 2, simi-
larly to Demouchy et al. (2), and we fit the parameters A, Q, and s0 in
Eq. 1 to reproduce the new evidence of olivine strength at low tem-
perature, as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 1. The values of the
fitted parameters are reported in Table 1.

To summarize, conventional experiments where confining pressure
is applied to enhance plasticity at low temperature are not adapted to
describe the rheology of olivine at low strain rate. In laboratory tests,
olivine is strongly driven. It strongly strain-hardens, and its strength,
controlled by dislocations interactions, is overestimated. We empha-
size here an important issue for the extrapolation of laboratory data
to nature: not only must the same mechanisms operate, but it is also
Idrissi et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1501671 11 March 2016
important to make sure that comparable microstructures are involved.
We apply nanomechanical testing to investigate directly the micro-
mechanics of plasticity in olivine at room pressure and temperature.
We propose a new rheological law, which can describe a lower bound
for the rheology of olivine in the lithosphere. We provide an experi-
mental basis for recent models (30), which suggest that anhydrous ol-
ivine is ductile enough to account for the rheology of the lithosphere.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nanomechanical testing
The experiments were performed in load-controlled compression
mode using a conductive diamond flat punch indenter in the PI 95
TEM PicoIndenter from Hysitron Inc. A special microelectromechanical
system device called PTP was used. Because of four identical
springs distributed symmetrically at the corners of this device, the
compression (push) of the semicircular end of the PTP device using
the flat punch indenter is converted into a uniaxial tensile loading (pull)
on the middle gap of the PTP device (Fig. 2). The springs are ar-
ranged such that the force acting on them is parallel to the force on
the tensile specimen. Here, the stiffness of the springs was equal to
150 N/m. Freestanding olivine beams were cut by FIB in an oriented
single crystal of San Carlos olivine and transferred to the PTP device
using an Omniprobe micromanipulator on an FEI dual beam FIB/
SEM instrument. The beams were then attached to the PTP device
using electron beam–deposited Pt as shown in Fig. 2. The velocities
of the screw dislocations nucleated from the scratch have been
measured as a function of increasing stress applied on the samples
in the load control mode (see the Supplementary Materials).

Transmission electron microscopy
The in situ tensile tests were run in an FEI Osiris microscope op-
erating at 200 kV and equipped with a high-brightness XFEG (field-
emission gun) source. The instrument is fully remote-controlled from
an operator room outside the room of the microscope, leading to a
higher stability during the in situ TEM nanomechanical testing ex-
periments. Video sequences were recorded by a Gatan UltraScan CCD
camera with a postspecimen shutter. Here, the measurement of the
velocity of the dislocations required accurate determination of the posi-
tion of the dislocations in the frames extracted from the recoded videos.
These videos have been thus recorded with a high spatial resolution of
2048 × 2048 at a frame rate of 5 fps to observe the slow movement of
the dislocations at constant load. Electron dose rate of 12 e−/Å2⋅s with a
beam current of 3.87 nA was used to record in situ the movement of the
dislocations. The effect of the electron beam on the mobility of the dis-
locations was not observed (see the Supplementary Materials).

DD modeling
DD simulations were performed in single slip, [001](110), and uniaxial
loading conditions. A constant strain rate of 1 × 10−5 s−1 was applied
for the tensile test. The simulation area is a square of size L = 4 mm,
and the initial dislocation density is 12 × 1012 m−2. The dislocations
are perpendicular to the reference plane and ideally infinite. Their
Burgers vector lies in the reference plane and defines the slip direction,
as sketched in Fig. 4A. Here, we took the slip direction inclined by
45° with respect to the loading axis, the y direction, to obtain the maximum
resolved shear stress on the slip plane (Schmid’s factor, 0.5). Dislocations
Table 1. Values of the parameters defining the new rheological law
reported in Eq. 1 and shown in Fig. 1 (dashed red line).
A
 Q
 s0
 p
 q
1 × 106 (s−1)
 566±74 (kJ/mol)
 3.8±0.7 (GPa)
 0.5
 2
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are moved along the slip plane direction according to the mobility law
extracted from the here-presented experiments. In particular, we fitted
the experimental data with an exponential fit. The resulting velocity is
given by vi = Ai exp(cit*), where t* is the effective stress given by the
sum of the applied and the internal stresses, whereas ci and Ai are
constants fitted on the experimental data. Data shown in Fig. 3 for
DefOl-3 lead to ci = 7.17 ± 0.55 GPa−1 and Ai = e−4.39 ± 0.56 nm s−1

(more information in the Supplementary Materials). We notice that
the description of the velocity at low stresses does not influence sig-
nificantly the DD because the plastic flow is controlled by the fastest
dislocations, that is, by the dislocations that sustain high stress
values, which are well characterized by the experiments.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/2/3/e1501671/DC1
Materials and Methods
Fig. S1. Stereographic plot (planes) of the beam strained in the microscope as viewed along
the electron beam direction.
Fig. S2. FIB preparation of olivine specimens for in situ TEM nanomechanical testing.
Fig. S3. SEM measurements of the cross-sectional area of the tensile sample.
Fig. S4. True stress–true strain curve of olivine sample deformed elastically up to 3.4 GPa and
0.021 strain.
Fig. S5. WBDF-TEM imaging of dislocations.
Fig. S6. Force cycles applied to the sample “DefOl-3.”
Fig. S7. Experimental procedure used to measure the velocity of dislocations at low resolved
shear stresses in sample “DefOl-4.”
Fig. S8. Critical stress for source opening as a function of the loop radius.
Fig. S9. Snapshots from in situ TEM tensile experiment at constant load of 365 mN applied on
sample “DefOl-2.”
Fig. S10. Calculation of the image forces on a dislocation parallel to the free surfaces of a 200-nm-
thick foil (green band).
Fig. S11. Example of the measurement of the velocity of a screw dislocation (segment
arrowed) within a single cycle.
Fig. S12. Dislocation velocity as a function of the resolved shear stress: influence of the fit on
the DD results.
Fig. S13. Influence of the initial dislocation density on the DD results.
Fig. S14. Influence on the dislocation length on the DD results.
Fig. S15. Histograms of the stresses experienced by the dislocations in the DD simulations and
of the resulting strains.
Table S1. Intensity (and dhkl) of the most efficient reflections in olivine (calculated with the
“electron diffraction” software).
Table S2. Summary of the in situ TEM tensile experiments achieved in the present study.
Movie S1. The in situ deformation of sample DefOl-3 under a constant load of 360 mN (resolved
shear stress, 0.82 GPa).
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